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Abstract
We propose a fast and accurate method for visual drone detection based on YOLOv5 architecture providing state-of-the-art
performance. The proposed method aims to drone detection in combat and real-world environments for military use based on
visual detection in the visible and infrared spectrum. The method provides precision/recall of 99.1/98.5% and 99.0/95.3% for
RGB and infrared videos from the AntiUAV dataset.
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1. Introduction

With the massive proliferation and popularity of drones,this technology has become a�ordable and interestingfor masses. The technology that previously only themilitary could a�ord is now used by various entitiesin many use cases such as monitoring, guarding, dis-tribution, etc. However, this technology has also beenadopted for combat use by terrorists, e.g. for bombattacks. Such an attack does not have to be under-taken by only one drone, but also by a whole swarm,making the defence more di�cult. Therefore, fast au-tonomous drone detection in combat and real-worldenvironments becomes a very important ability, whichin combination with other elements, allows to eliminaterisks, save military equipment and protect personnel.
In this paper, we utilize fast state-of-the-art objectdetector YOLOv5 for drone detection in visible and in-frared spectrum. Because we assume restricted power-consumption in real deployment, we present resultsfor both server and embedded system on the AntiUAVdataset providing the best similarity to the real-worldand combat deployment from all publicly availabledatasets. The paper also emphasizes one of the maincurrent issues in visual drone detection, which makesa very di�cult comparison of di�erent methods.

2. State of the art
In this section, state-of-the-art drone detection meth-ods are described. The section focuses primarilyon drone recognition in the vision domain.
Drone detection is on interest in numerous domainsleading to various detection approaches, i.e. acoustic(Liu et al., 2017, 2018; Al-Emadi et al., 2019; Anwaret al., 2019), radar (Shin et al., 2017; Ochodnický et al.,2017; Nuss et al., 2017; Jian et al., 2018; Jarabo-Amoreset al., 2018; de Quevedo et al., 2018), radio-frequency(Solomitckii et al., 2018; Rydén et al., 2019) and visual.
Visual detection is generally based on a deep learningapproach utilizing regression-based (Girshick, 2015)or segmentation-based approach (He et al., 2017). Forexample, Aker and Kalkan (2017) utilized YOLOv2 (Red-mon and Farhadi, 2017) for bounding box predictionand proposed a custom arti�cial dataset. The datasetconsists of publicly available videos of coastal areaswith randomly placed drones.
Lee et al. (2018) proposed a two-level approach to de-tect and identify drone. In the �rst step, Haar Feature-based Cascade Classi�er is applied to obtain 2D areaon the frame, where the drone is located. In the secondstep, the image is passed to the CNN-based classi�erto identify the type of drone. Themodel was trained and
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Figure 1. General object detection architecture overview. Utilized YOLOv5 model is one-stage regression-based detector. Courtesy of Bochkovskiyet al. (2020).

tested on the custom dataset obtained from the inter-net and manually cropped. Drones are very dominant,focused and clear in the dataset images.
Carrio et al. (2018) utilized YOLOv2 to predict boxescontaining a drone and a con�dence value for eachbounding box based on a depth map. In the next step,the 2D point in each bounding box is chosen as actuallybelonging to the drone. The chosen point is then re-projected to 3D to get the actual drone relative position.The paper proposed a dataset of 6k synthetic depthmaps of drones based on Unreal Engine.
Jin et al. (2019) proposed drone detection and poseestimation based on relation graph networks. Inspiredby Mask R-CNN, candidate object bounding boxes areproposed by Region Proposal Network (RPN). Class,bounding box o�set and keypoints are predicted in par-allel by separate convolutional layers. A custom datasetwas proposed.
Nalamati et al. (2019) experimented with three archi-tectures for drone detection in long-range surveillancevideos. The combination of Faster R-CNN and ResNet-101 provided the best performance on the drone-vs-birddataset (Coluccia et al., 2017).
Svanstrom et al. (2020) employed multimodal de-tection, utilizing YOLOv2 for RGB and infrared videosdetection. The authors also proposed a novel videodataset containing 650 annotated infrared and visiblevideos of drones, birds, aeroplanes and helicopters.

3. Method

In this section, we describe the usedmodel for drone de-tection, a dataset for training and evaluation, trainingdetails, experiments and implementation, and evalua-tion metrics.

3.1. Model

With regard to the inference time (speed) requiredin real deployment, we utilized YOLOv51 model (Jocheret al., 2021) for drone detection. The model providesstate-of-the-art performance while maintaining fastinference. The model is a one-stage regression-baseddetector, see Fig. 1, meaning that objects are predictedby bounding boxes that take the form of quadrangles.YOLOv5 is a natural extension of YOLOv3 (Redmon andFarhadi, 2018).The YOLOv5 model utilizes Leaky ReLU and Sig-moid Linear Unit (SiLU) functions as non-linearities,and consists of the three parts: backbone, neck, head.Inspired by Cross Stage Partial Networks (Wang et al.,2020), YOLOv5 utilizes CSP Bottleneck as a backbone.The CSP models are based on the DenseNet (Tan et al.,2020) architecture, see Fig. 2, addressing vanishinggradient, and mitigating duplicate gradient problem.The backbone provides multi-level feature extractionfor further processing.The neck is formed of a series of layers to mixand combine image features. These features arepassed to the head for the �nal prediction. Themodel adopted the neck architecture from YOLOv4(Bochkovskiy et al., 2020), where the authors conductedseveral experiments with di�erent architectures, seeFig. 3, and the PANet architecture has been chosenas the most suitable.Based on the features, the head generates �nal out-put vectors with class probabilities, objectness scores,and bounding boxes. For bounding box prediction, an-chor boxes (Redmon and Farhadi, 2017) are used. Pre-dicted boxes are described by the central point, widthand height.
3.2. Dataset

We used AntiUAV (Jiang et al., 2021) dataset for Un-manned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) tracking for training

1 https://github.com/ultralytics/yolov5
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Figure 2. Architecture overview of Cross Stage Partial DenseNet used as the backbone of the YOLOv5 model. Courtesy of Tan et al. (2020).

Figure 3. Example of di�erent architectures evaluated in the YOLOv4 as a neck. YOLOv5 utilizes PANet as the neck. Courtesy of Tan et al. (2020).

and testing, due to the closest similarity to the realdeployment from all publicly available datasets. How-ever, due to its primary use for tracking evaluation,only the test-dev part of the dataset is provided withthe annotation. Thus, we used only the subset, whichis in the paper referred to as a dataset. We performedrandom sampling on the dataset with 70/30% splitto obtain training/testing subsets.
Dataset consists of 100 high-quality video sequencesin visible (RGB) an infrared (IR) spectrum, spanningmultiple occurrences of multi-scale UAVs - three sizes(tiny, middle, big). Annotation consists of a ground-truth bounding box and information on whether the ob-ject exists in the frame.

3.3. Training

The training was conducted in 20 epochs for eachvariant, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) was usedas an optimizer. Data augmentation was employedin the training.
As an objective function, total loss compoundingof three losses is used:

Ltotal = Lreg + Lobj + Lcls (1)
where Lreg, Lobj, Lcls denotes regression loss, objectness

loss and classi�cation loss, respectively.
Regression loss utilizes Generalized Intersection overUnion (GIoU) (Rezato�ghi et al., 2019) to describe lo-calization error. GIoU is described as follows:

GIoU =
∣∣A ∩ B∣∣∣∣A ∪ B∣∣ –

∣∣ C
A∪B

∣∣∣∣C∣∣ (2)

Objectness is a measure of the probability that an ob-ject exists in a proposed region of interest. Classi�ca-tion loss describes the classi�cation error of the givenclasses. Both losses utilize Binary Cross-Entropy withLogits Loss described as follows:
`(x, y) = L = {`1, ..., `N}>,

`n = –wn[yn · logσ(xn) + (1 – yn) · log(1 – σ(xn))] (3)
where N, x, y, w denotes batch size, predicted output,ground-truth label and weight, respectively.
3.4. Experiments and implementation

It is customary to use out-of-shelf GPU serversfor the evaluation of object detection models, how-ever, we cannot expect the use of high-end or pro-fessional GPUs in the real deployment, due to their
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Table 1. Results of YOLOv5 models on AntiUAV dataset in visible spectrum (RGB), and infrared (IR), the threshold was set to 0.5. AP50, AP50–95denote average precision for threshold 0.5 and set of threshold 0.5-0.95 with step 0.05, respectively.
IR RGB

Model Precision Recall AP50 AP50–95 Precision Recall AP50 AP50–95
small 0.991 0.985 0.990 0.569 0.990 0.953 0.983 0.632
medium 0.989 0.982 0.989 0.565 0.989 0.927 0.978 0.621
large 0.988 0.979 0.986 0.573 0.991 0.927 0.981 0.629
extra large 0.990 0.983 0.990 0.568 0.992 0.930 0.985 0.633

Table 2. Inference time results of YOLOv5 models on AntiUAV dataset, proportionally resized to resolution 640 pixels for the longer edge. Resultsshown for graphic card Nvidia 2080Ti (GPU), processor AMD EPYC 7351P (CPU) and Jetson AGX Xavier (ES). Speed represents inference time costin milliseconds, FPS Frames per Second.
Model GPUspeed GPUFPS CPUspeed CPUFPS ESspeed ESFPS
small 12.0 83.3 143.8 7.0 23.3 42.9
medium 15.5 64.5 290.6 3.4 33.3 30.0
large 19.0 52.6 511.8 1.9 50.9 19.6
extra large 23.3 42.9 869.4 1.2 84.9 11.8

immense power consumption. Thus, we conductedseveral experiments on two platforms - server and em-bedded system. We utilized four di�erent sizes of theYOLOv5 model – small, medium, large and extra-large– and performed experiments to obtain qualitative re-sults a time costs. Subsection 3.5 further describesmetrics used for evaluation.
For possible reproduction of our results, we pro-vide implementation details for individual platformsand used hardware. The model was implemented in Py-Torch 1.7, Ubuntu 18.04 LTS and CUDA version 10.2was used for both server and embedded system. Serverutilizes AMD EPYC 7351P (CPU), NVIDIA 2080Ti (GPU)and 32GB RAM. As an embedded system, we used JetsonAGX Xavier with JetPack 4.5.
For performance and power consumption compari-son between di�erent components, we indicate the con-sumption of individual components: CPU – 170W, GPU– 250W, ES – 30W.

3.5. Metrics

For qualitative evaluation, Average Precision (AP), pre-cision and recall were used. The Average Precisionmetric describes the area under the precision-recallcurve. For AP, we used threshold 0.5 and set of thresh-olds from 0.5 to 0.95 with step 0.05, denoted as AP50and AP50–95, respectively. Precision and recall are de-�ned as:
Precision = TP

TP + FP (4)

Recall = TP
TP + FN (5)

where TP, FP, FN denotes True Positives, False Positive,False Negatives, respectively.
Arithmetic mean was employed for inference time

measurement:
time = 1n

n∑
i=1
ti (6)

where n denotes number of images/frames in testingdataset and ti time cost of the i-th image/frame.

4. Results and Discussion

This section provides the results of the proposed ap-proach and emphasizes the main issues of the visualdrone detection domain.
From the qualitative results shown in Tab. 1, it isclear that even the smallest YOLOv5 model has the ca-pacity to detect drones of di�erent sizes in the AntiUAVdataset in both IR and RGB. The overall di�erencesbetween the results of the models are negligible, thus,it can be stated that the models achieve similar re-sults. The RGB results show worse recall for the biggermodels, which is most likely caused by worse general-ization. Examples of predicted outputs for RGB and IRare shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively.
The results in Tab. 2 show that YOLOv5 mod-els provide su�cient speed for both GPU and ES.The results also show that the gap between GPU andES performance is acceptable, thus assuming limitedpower consumption for the deployment, ES providesthe best trade-o� between speed and consumption.On the other hand, it is common that small and fastmodels such as YOLO are run on the CPU. However,as expected, the results show that the CPU providesthe worst power consumption/performance trade-o�,making it undesirable for use in such a restricted en-vironment. It is worthy of mention that the time costdoes not represent only the inference time of the mod-els, but also the non-maximum suppression (NMS).
The AntiUAV dataset is publicly availablewith the best similarity to the real-world deployment,
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4. Examples of YOLOv5 (small) results on the RGB videos of the AntiUAV dataset. Predicted drone bounding boxes areindicated by a blue rectangles with probability written above the rectangle. Figures (a-e) show correctly recognized drones,�gure (f) shows a false negative example caused by the low probability; the threshold was set up to 0.5 for the experiments.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5. Examples of YOLOv5 (small) results on the IR videos of the AntiUAV dataset. Predicted drone bounding boxes areindicated by a blue rectangles with probability written above the rectangle.
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however, it is still not su�cient for a deployment.The dataset provides only 100 videos with annotation,thus, it covers only a fraction of the real world.The dataset is formed by a majority of frames withdrones, containing only one drone per frame, thus,false positives and false negatives are rare. Anotherproblem is the absence of any confusing objects suchas birds, helicopters, aeroplanes etc. These featuresof the dataset make drone detection easy for thestate-of-the-art models, which can be seen in Tab. 1.It is worthy of mention that the AntiUAV dataset wasproposed for tracking purposes.
From the description of other methods in the sec-tion 2, we can also emphasize that the majorityof the methods use a custom dataset which clearly in-dicates the lack of a standardized benchmark. Absenceof such a benchmark leads to a problem with evaluationand comparison between di�erent methods.
To address the issues, a novel standardized publiclyavailable dataset should be proposed to provide a chal-lenging benchmark for further research in the visualdrone detection domain.
Even with the missing benchmark for visual dronedetection, based on the results presented in the pa-per, we assume that the proposed method providesstate-of-the-art performance. Also, based on the re-sult comparison between YOLOv5 and previous YOLOarchitectures in object detection domains with the stan-dardized benchmarks (Jocher et al., 2021), we state thatthe proposed method outperforms all previous YOLO-based methods by a large margin.

5. Conclusion

In the paper, we utilized the YOLOv5 model of di�er-ent sizes to detect drones in visible (RGB) and infrared(IR) videos. The models were trained and tested on theAntiUAV dataset, showing the capability for drone de-tection for combat and real-world environments whilemaintaining fast inference. The proposed method pro-vides state-of-the-art results.
The paper have provided a comparison betweenout-of-shelf GPU server and embedded system (ES),showing ES (Jetson AGX Xavier) as a suitable systemfor the power-consumption restricted environment.
The paper also emphasized the need of challengingstandardized publicly available benchmark for visualdrone detection, for a fair comparison of di�erent meth-ods.
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